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It breaks my heart to post a bike like this but I'm moving and
can't take it with me and this bike deserves attention. I have a
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United Kingdom Dr.
(google map)

2009 yamaha yzf r6  

project Kawasaki I'm finishing up and havent had the extra
money to fix it. I flipped it a little while back and for what it
was the damage is pretty minimal. Rideable fix would entail
a new rear sub frame/ taillight/ and throttle handle. A total fix
would include the rear tail fairing and seat (which I still have
just scratched up) and new tank if you can't live with the
dents and a windscreen. I'm an honest dude so I will give it to
you straight. The price is real I have to sell it for something
so 100 is good to me the catch is it's an expensive bike and
still make payments on it I still owe about 6k my payments
are 214.13/Mon which ain't shit so if you take over payments
and get it refinanced you would pay even less than that I
wouldn't insure it til you get it running should cost a couple
grand for parts and total repair if you do it yourself. Has a
GPS tracker in it and more amazing bike handles like a
dream. Text me with questions if serious buyer plz. AND NO
I WILL NOT KEEP THE BIKE IN MY NAME!
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condition: good  

engine displacement (CC): 600  

fuel: gas  

odometer: 15000  

paint color: white  

transmission: manual  
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